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FOREWORD

WE TAKE ON RESPONSIBILITY!
Sustainability is no invention of our times. Since the

over the world, social commitment to surmount social

foundation of ROWE Mineralölwerk GmbH almost 23

inequality and finally regular qualification of our

years ago, our company, as well as the market, has also

skilled staff and the endeavour to offer young people

continued to develop and adjust to growing require-

a perspective in our company. In this way we create the

ments and demands.

basis to also be able to supply highest quality and com-

We consider forward-looking action not only as eco-

petence in the future.

nomic management but also as an important contri-

The entry of Dr. Kohlmann at ROWE is a sign of our sus-

bution for future generations, to whom we feel espe-

tainable development. The continued existence of the

cially obliged as a family company.

company is now already ensured in the long term with

As a lubricant manufacturer we accept especially this

the progressive succession.

responsibility. Since the beginning of 2017 ROWE has

Ecological and social responsibility for mankind and

been managed climate neutrally and has compensated

environment are in the foreground at ROWE also in the

for all emissions. This includes all the processes in the

future and are experienced on a daily basis.

company, starting with our complete range of products

We look forward to mastering this task jointly with you

and culminating in our sponsoring activities. The ener-

and wish you and your family a successful start to the

gy-saving construction of the Worms plant also makes

new year!!

it possible to manage the company environmentally
and climate-friendly from the start.
Sustainability does not however only refer to the eco-

Your

nomical handling of resources and prevention of envi-

ROWE Management

ronmental pollution.
For us this means that sustainable thinking and acting
also involve the interaction with humans and the principle of humanity - from the daily interaction at our
own company to long-term business relationships all

Michael Zehe and Dr. Alexandra Kohlmann
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EXTRA // IN PORTRAIT

BITS & BYTES SAFELY
UNDER CONTROL
ROWE’s IT department is the central link between all the

result”, says Daniel Dietz, who has built up the whole IT

departments and processes in the company. The responsi-

system piece by piece together with his department man-

bility is accordingly great amongst the five members of

ager. “If the saw gets stuck somewhere, we can find a

staff who manage the data streams every day with lots of

solution with our own resources as a rule. We don’t have

enthusiasm.

to wait for an external person; there are no unnecessary
downtimes or data losses. And with every problem elimi-

It took a few years. But meanwhile ROWE’s IT pro-

nated we get that little bit smarter and continue to im-

cesses are completely in-house. “We only hire external

prove our system”, he tells us.

service providers in exceptional circumstances to solve

Anyone, who knows the progress of the past years that

our IT problems. For example, it is better to call in

has led to the performance level in the IT sector that

skilled specialists for the worldwide required measures

ROWE has today, can fully understand the enthusiasm of

against terrorism. You can’t just do that easily your-

the two IT specialists.

self”, department manager Matthias Köppler reports.

“Nothing works without a rapid data exchange any

The use of external companies can also make sense, if

longer”, emphasises Köppler, who has been working at

special programming is to be carried out, a temporal

ROWE since 2009 and roughly six months longer than his

bottleneck arises or if it is simply more economical to

colleague Daniel Dietz. At the beginning everything was

not implement certain developments with your own

stored on individual servers that did not work homoge-

resources.

neous and had storage volumes that by no way would be

But this necessity exists less and less often. And that has

sufficient today. The network was also soon not able to

significant advantages for the internal processes at

cope with the increased demands. If data was transmitted

ROWE. “We have become significantly more flexible as a

partly with a speed of ten megabits earlier, the bits and
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bytes now hurtle to and fro with up to 40 gigabits - that

of five employees and a long-term practical student, who

is 4,000 times as fast.

is in the process of completing a study program lasting

The internet was also sped up from one to 50 megabits.

several years, but who is still available to his colleagues

The introduced WLAN is meanwhile redundant by a cor-

on an hourly basis.

responding controller. That means the danger of stand-

“We would like to keep Simon Knobloch on, as demand

still is largely excluded.

is increasing and good people like him, who optimally

But the IT department is much more than the data fire

fit in with us on a human level are difficult to come

brigade. It is also responsible for extending the ware-

across.” For the team, made up of Matthias Köppler,

house data processing and the intranet, and therefore

Daniel Dietz, Timo Ihrig (with them since 2012), Justin

largely contributes to the increase in speed of internal

Hofmann (2013) and Alexander Deschler, the additional

logistics. The old ERP structure was replaced by the new

programmer hired recently in 2017, is a tight-knit com-

inventory management system SAGE, a provider specialis-

munity. “Transparency is very important to us. Everyone

ing in medium-sized companies.

must know what the other is doing and be able to rely

All cell phone contracts with end devices, subsidiaries and

on him. That is the only way we are in a position to

home offices are also looked after by the IT department

elaborate solutions together, to complement each other

of ROWE.

and exchange good ideas”, Köppler describes the work-

The ordering system and data exchange with large OEM

ing principle in his department.

customers also converges here under the supervision of
Daniel Dietz and is constantly extended and adapted.

Hardly anything else is more fast-paced.

The company’s own web shops, such as e.g. the new con-

In answer to the question, what is so special about the IT

sumer shop “ROWE friends“, and all the associated pro-

job at ROWE, Köppler and Dietz reply in unison: “No day

cesses of own procedures behind them were programmed

is ever boring! There is no stubborn working through lists

by Matthias Köppler himself.

here. New questions and demands always arise here that

With the move to Worms the IT department took over

need to be answered creatively and proactively.”

the complete planning of network, time recording, access

Hardly anything else is more fast-paced than the IT sec-

control and supervision even up to the server landscape.

tor. Constant learning therefore is part of the work

“We are grateful that we are supported in all areas by

routine. Daniel Dietz was certified at the software com-

the management and investments are approved rather

pany Mobotix for video monitoring and is meanwhile

than impeded, so that the processes at ROWE can con-

CIC-certified data protection officer of the company.

tinue to be developed.”, says Köppler.

Since October 2017 he is a CIC IT Security Specialist. At

A further important field of activity of the IT department

the same time, he works on a voluntary basis as exam-

is also security; on the one hand that of data: “We have

iner at the CIC Ludwigshafen and represents ROWE as

the possibility of going back into our system at any time.

training company in his position as ordinary member in

Everything is structured redundantly via a multi-stage

the examination committee of the CIC Palatinate.

backup. The most important data is saved hourly, all

“That is a good opportunity to get to know interested

other data once a day at different places”, Köppler ex-

young talents at an early stage and exchange informa-

plains, where the control functions over all IT projects fi-

tion with the colleagues from all areas of IT currently

nally converge. On the other hand, the company’s mod-

and highly competently”, he says.

ern security systems down to the video cameras belong to

For the tasks are not diminishing. More firewalls and

the IT area.

more redundancy also ensure in the future improved se-

That means, one of our IT people must always be reach-

curity and smoother processes, like an own private cloud,

able – 24 hours a day, seven days a week – if there is an

a new telephone connection or the constantly extended

emergency. For this there is a cell phone number and an

endpoint protection and security in all areas – from inter-

emergency call plan.

nal platforms to mobile terminals. In the course of digitalisation the concept of the paperless office is always

Good people are hard to find

edging closer. Even if it will never happen at a 100 per-

“Naturally, there are also difficult problems”, says Dietz.

cent, more and more processes can be mapped digitally.

Then the whole team closes ranks and together we find a

It will not be boring for ROWE’s IT colleagues in the com-

solution. Meanwhile, the IT department at ROWE consists

ing years at any rate.
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RACING SEASON 2017
ROWE RACING successful at the Nürburgring
2nd place during the 24h race at the Nürburgring

They started off from positions 21 and 24 in the legendary

ROWE RACING was able to register the most impressive

race. But it was not to stay that way.

success of the previous racing season up to now during the

A storm made the great showdown especially exciting.

45th ADAC Zurich 24h-race at the Nürburgring on 27/28 May.

Final driver Nick Catsburg “swam” positively on to the

At the greatest climax of the season more than 600

podium with the #98 after a sudden downpour minutes

drivers – from professional to amateur – started the

before the end of the race and brought the team from St.

chase in 161 cars at the largest race in the world, with

Ingbert with second place their greatest success up to now

the largest number of participants, on the longest and

in the “Green Hell”. The sister car with the #99 fought

most beautiful racing track for 24 hours over the

back after an unlucky tyre failure in the initial phase to

25,738 kilometres long combination of GP track and

finally finish tenth with a fault-free performance also

the legendary northern loop (Nordschleife). The com-

in the top 10. ROWE RACING team boss Hans-Peter

petition was particularly tight this year. About 30 ve-

Naundorf was enthusiastic: “Everyone on the

hicles were capable of winning in 2017 – and both

podium was a winner today, a fantastic day for motor

BMW M6 GT3 of ROWE RACING were among these.

sport. It was very exciting and dramatic.”

TITLE // ROWE RACING SEASON 2017
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VLN ENDURANCE CHAMPIONSHIP
Season start on the Nordschleife
The racing season reopened finally after 125 days of winter

for ROWE RACING was pending. During the 24h quali-

break on 25 March at the first race of the VLN endurance

fication race the team sent both its BMW M6 GT3 with

championship on the Nordschleife. Both BMW M6 GT3 of

the driver crews into the six-hour chase over the leg-

the team from St. Ingbert finished the distance during the

endary Nordschleife, which was also to come at the end

four hour 63rd ADAC Westfalenfahrt without any major

of May during the greatest season highlight at the same

technical problems so that the six drivers used were able to

place.

complete many first Nordschleife kilometres this year under

Their success was impressive: BMW M6 GT3 with the #99

racing conditions.

achieved sixth place. The sister car narrowly missed a top

34 days before the start of the 45th ADAC Zurich 24h race

10 placement after a race to catch up over 14 positions up

at the Nürburgring on 23 April, the dress rehearsal

to place eleven.
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BLANCPAIN GT SERIES
ROWE RACING at the Blancpain GT Series for the third time
ROWE RACING started again in 2017 in the Blancpain GT
Series and had undertaken quite a lot. The team from
St. Ingbert was again represented with two BMW M6 GT3
in the strongly manned field of the best top-class GT racing
series in Europe. For ROWE RACING it was the third season
in the Blancpain GT Series. In 2016 the team celebrated
the greatest success to date in the team’s history with the
triumph during the 24-hour classic race in Spa-Francorchamps.
Start in Misano – Point-finish for ROWE RACING
ROWE RACING managed a successful start to the
Blancpain GT Series 2017 on 2 April in Misano. In the
first race in the Sprint Cup the team from St. Ingbert to
a point-finish drove on the 4.2-kilometre-long Misano
World Circuit Marco Simoncelli after a strong race with
both BMW M6 GT3 and was happy with sixth and seventh
place on the Italian Adriatic coast.
Joy and disappointment during the “English week”
ROWE RACING was faced with a special task in the
Blancpain GT Series. The crew from St. Ingbert participated twice within eight days England, in the home of
motor sport. Starting with the race in the Blancpain GT
Series Sprint Cup on the traditional course in Brands
Hatch on 7 May, the race in the Endurance Cup followed
a week later in Silverstone.
In Brands Hatch, BMW works driver António Félix da
Costa also celebrated his racing debut for ROWE RACING,
however, was not yet able to obtain a top ranking position together with co- pilot Philipp Eng in this race. But
Jesse Krohn and Markus Palttala reached fourth place in
the sister car.
With an impressive chase during the Endurance Cup race
at Silverstone, ROWE RACING concluded its “English
week” in the Blancpain GT Series on 14 May with a very
strong performance. The driver’s team with the #99 was
finally able to improve by 25 positions and landed in
seventh place.
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TOP RANKING ROWE RACING / BMW M6 GT3
Place 06
Place 07
Place 05
Place 07
Place 02
Place 10
Place 12
Place 10
Place 11
Place 04
Place 11

Blancpain Sprint Series
Blancpain Sprint Series
Blancpain Sprint Series
Blancpain Endurance Series
24h-race Nürburgring
24h-race Nürburgring
Blancpain Sprint Series
24h-race Spa
Blancpain Sprint Series
Blancpain Sprint Series
Blancpain Sprint Series

Misano
Misano
Brands Hatch
Silverstone
Nürburgring
Nürburgring
Zolder
Spa
Budapest
Nürburgring
Nürburgring

02/04/2017
02/04/2017
07/05/2017
14/05/2017
28/05/2017
28/05/2017
04/06/2017
30/07/2017
27/08/2017
17/09/2017
17/09/2017

ROWE RACING SEASON 2017 // TITLE

ROWE RACING again at the FIA GT Worldcup in Macau
As in 2016, the team from St. Ingbert finished their season in the street
canyons at the FIA GT Worldcup in Macau. Unfortunately it was only enough
for the qualifying race, as a multiple-car pile-up on a blind curve made the
racing start imposible for Tom Blomqvist and many other teams.
“Nobody wants to fly around the world and then not be able to take part in
the main race because of an accident in the first round of the qualifying race
that they are not responsible for”, says team boss Hans-Peter Naundorf disappointedly, “Yet we have shown what is possible with our lap times and that
the chance of a good final placing was there. However, we are now concentrating on the new season.”
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FOCUS // LUBRICANT MARKET

FIT FOR THE FUTURE
Stable economic development offers a good basis for

were still high end products. Today we already talk about

ROWE as well as for the entire German lubricant sector

0W-20 or 0W-16.

to develop innovative future concepts. There is quite a

The “away from oil” strategy is also completely unrealis-

lot to do to master the imminent change. As a board

tic in view of our chemical industry and a number of

member at UNITI/VSI and member of the management of

commodities in our everyday life.

ROWE, Immo Kosel has a good overview of the trends in
the market and the options for the future. His motto:

Is there a Trump impact or does Brexit play a role for the

“We are on the right path. The ball is now in the court of

lubricant market?

politics, to create reliable framework conditions.”

Up to now neither the election of Donald Trump as US
president nor Brexit have influenced the lubricant busi-

2017 was very successful for the mineral oil companies.

ness. The economy in both countries is still running

Does that also apply for the mid-sized lubricant sector?

well. The demand for our products develops accord-

Immo Kosel: Last year provided the mid-sized lubricant

ingly. But it remains a fascinating question, how things

companies with a balanced and stable market situation.

will continue.

The sector reports very unanimously of an overall positive business development. Increases in sales were able

Nevertheless, increased protectionism would be bad for

to be achieved, however with continued low earnings.

the German lubricant companies …

The market climate meanwhile offered a balanced raw

Yes, protectionism is always the wrong way in a world

material basis again for a long time, even though

that is economically so closely networked as we are today.

increasing costs for some basic oils and in the fields of

For the German lubricant companies, who achieve be-

logistics, certification and releases had to be coped with.

tween 30 and 50 percent of their turnover in export business, a return to the isolation of national markets would

Which decisive political factors will directly influence

mean significant cutbacks. Made in Germany is in de-

business?

mand and recognised worldwide and we are doing

Apart from the factors already mentioned, the climate

everything to keep it that way.

protection plan 2050 as guideline of the German climate

I therefore appeal to the politicians to not erect walls – nei-

policy with its “away from oil” strategy for the lubricant

ther technological nor economic; real nor imaginary ones.

industry can have fatal consequences. Technology bans
are particularly important, as they are aimed for in traf-

Adversity also threatens from the “Middle Kingdom”,

fic for example. The one-sided focus on a pure electro-

China. China has announced that its economy is to con-

mobility leads to an impasse. I miss honesty and open-

tinue growing “only” by 6.5 percent per year up to 2020.

ness here in the public discussion. Questions about

What does that mean for the lubricant industry?

financial feasibility and availability of renewable elec-

It only sounds so negative because China presented two –

tricity or the lack of infrastructure are often swept

digit growth rates for many years. But if you compare it

under the metaphorical carpet.

with the stagnating markets in Europe, where 1.9 percent

Too little importance is given to what the medium-sized

economy growth is already above expectations, it be-

lubricant companies are doing to save resources and pro-

comes clear, what immense latent potential exists in the

tect the environment, and that the lubricant is an indis-

Far East. China and the Asiatic region as a whole are

pensable component in order to save energy in all areas.

therefore future markets for German lubricant manufac-

There are countless examples for the innovative force of

turers per se.

our industry, whether in connection with fuel economy,
biological lubricants or environmentally friendly special

China is however also the country, in which e-mobility is

oils. Twenty years ago, motor oils of viscosity class 15W-40

developing the fastest. Has anyone already thought
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“Lubricants contribute in many
ways to sustainability and to
achieving climate protection goals.”

about how a strong increase in electric cars will affect

demand for lubricants. All in all, even in the event of

the lubricant market?

increasing e-mobility, new market opportunities will

In any case, the topic is part of our strategic deliberations.

arise for the lubricant medium-sized companies.

The political pressure is increasing in this direction,
even if the share of battery electric vehicles is still mar-

Sustainability is becoming more and more important in

ginal. In the long run, we are heading towards e-vehi-

the lubricant sector. How is the industry dealing with

cles. And that has far-reaching consequences. Last year

this topic?

the Chair of the BMW General Works Council, Manfred

Generally, the demand for sustainable products is increas-

Schoch, was quoted with the statement that an eight –

ing significantly. The topic is therefore not only caused by

cylinder engine has 1200 parts that have to be assem-

a political agenda, but is anchored deep in society and is

bled; an electric engine has only 17. It is easy to im-

therefore also decisive for the positioning in comparison

agine that the lubricant requirement in the production

with competitors.

and operation of e-vehicles will also drop. This was an

It is about saving resources, saving energy, environmental

important topic at the UNITI Mineral Oil Technology

protection and last but not least reducing costs. Lubricants

Forum in Stuttgart.

contribute in many ways to achieving climate protection

But e-mobility does not only mean pure battery vehi-

goals. More and more companies commit to sustainability,

cles. As the registration figures show, plug-in hybrids

CO2-neutral products and raw materials, new, environmen-

are much more popular with the customers. And these

tally friendly formulas, invest in research and develop-

have a combustion engine as well as an electric engine

ment. There are many facets and also a joint concept of

on board, which naturally requires high-quality oils.

the industry, in which ROWE actively participates.

Hydrogen propulsion with its complexity is also seen as

This year we have placed the topic of sustainability as a

a future path for mobility.

project in the foreground. ROWE is actively involved as a

Moreover, the infrastructure must be set up for all

leading participant in the “Nasch” work group of both

these concepts. Building these should also generate a

associations VSI/UNITI.
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And how do things look in particular at ROWE?

- Russia

The final sprint of the business year 2017 has begun

- Romania

and eventful months were, and still are, in front of us.

- Poland

The challenges remain high at the European level. We

- USA (new foundation)

· B usiness in Russia has developed very positively

were very successful in facing up to the market re-

against last year

quirements again and scored against the competition

· T he new sales structure with the modified area allo-

with our high-quality products. I think, we can say

cations has a positive impact on turnover/sales

with a clear conscience that we have even developed

· Increased activities in the following countries:

better than the overall industry in some sectors. Par-

China / North and South Africa / USA / Eastern Europe

ticularly in grease production, it has shown that our
investments of the past years are now bearing fruit.
Our R&D department has succeeded again in developing new products for special customer needs.
Export business at ROWE has also increased considerably.
Today we achieve already about half our turnover outside
Germany – with rising tendency.
I briefly list the following measures:

· E xpansion and strengthening of our business activities in
our ROWE foreign subsidiaries:

· International marketing for the brand “ROWE”
·N
 ew printed container cardboard packaging in
ROWE design

· Introduction of the ROWE design barrel on the market
· R OWE is also pushed by new sponsoring activities
· P articipation in worldwide important lubricant
trade fairs

· C ontinuation of international and European association work

SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT TAKING INTO ACCOUNT
THE THREE COMPONENTS

sustainability

Our measures:
• Own power generation
• Key indexes in operation
• Taking into consideration in all modernisation and investment projects
• Optimisation of existing processes in the
company
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· Achieving of many new OEM releases for vehicle and industrial lubricants

whereby the company compensates on a voluntary basis
all emissions according to the Kyoto Protocol.
We are currently working on the certification according

Sustainability is of great significance in its three dimen-

to ISO 50001.

sions economy, ecology and social matters. As well as

We thus perform not only a contribution to the efforts

generating corporate values and social responsibility, it

of the entire industry, but rather open ourselves up to

is a matter of maintaining resources while reducing the

an immense potential for the future as part of a total

ecological footprint at the same time. In the past years

sustainable and climate-neutral value-added chain.

we have worked via the following action points towards

In this way we do justice to our responsibility as a company

a positive CO2 balance at ROWE:

and at the same time improve our competitive position.

· Cogeneration plants with own power generation
· Reduction of energy and paper consumption
· Expansion of the product line from renewable raw materials

· Introduction of e-bikes for staff in the company
On World Earth Day, 22 April we compensated all CO2
from ROWE products by purchasing tested certificates.
In this way ROWE takes on a pioneering position,

MOTIVATION – external factors
• Company philosophy for responsible conduct
• Customers
• Conservation of resources
• Society
• Politics
• Media
• Future generation
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HEADING
DID
YOU ALREADY
// TOPIC KNOW?

SV DARMSTADT 98
NOW IN ROWE LOOK

we want to present
ourselves”, says Dr.
Alexandra Kohlmann.
For example, up to 7.5
million viewers are
currently reached cov-

ROWE became the new premium sponsor of SV

erage every week on Saturdays on ARD’s “Sportschau”

Darmstadt 98 at the start of the 2017/18 season. The

and ZDF’s “Sportstudio”.

company’s managing directors Michael Zehe and Dr.

The Vice-President of the SV 98, Volker Harr is happy

Alexandra Kohlmann are sure they made the right deci-

that ROWE “accompanies us at our games in the future

sion: “The club reflects our philosophy – passion, perse-

‘up close’ as sleeve sponsor at our league games.” Sales

verance and determination. The geographical proxim-

manager Oliver Keller remembers good talks from the

ity to Darmstadt and the family atmosphere at the Lil-

beginning with pleasure: “It fills us with pride that

ies were decisive reasons for our decision”

ROWE accomplishes its first commitment in profes-

As well as the emblem of the lubricant manufacturer that

sional football at Darmstadt 98.”

appears on the sleeves of the Lilies shirts and the perimeter advertising as premium sponsor in the home Merck

Quota of tickets for all home and away matches

stadium at Böllenfalltor, ROWE also presents itself at the

This should please the football fans at ROWE in particu-

traditional club’s away games. It can be seen there on

lar: At each of the total 34 home and away matches, the

TV-relevant advertising panels at selected games amongst

lubricant manufacturer from Worms is entitled to a

other things to reinforce the brand presence. The com-

quota of tickets, which should enable its customers to

pany, with headquarters in Worms, will initially support

also be able to support the Lilies live in the stadium. If

the Darmstadt traditional club until June 2020. “With

you are interested in tickets for the current and coming

roughly 22 billion TV contacts per season the 2nd Ger-

season, every customer can find out about quotas and

man Football League is also an interesting market, with

further procedure from a ROWE sales partner.
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DID YOU ALREADY
TOPIC // HEADING
KNOW?

Here is the game plan
www.sv98.de/home/lilien/spielplan/
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EXTRA // THE WINE COLLECTION

»THE WINE COLLECTION« is devoted to a complete-

The particularity: OWN WINE | VELIS VINEYARDS

ly new topic for ROWE: Online wine trade for private

“As well as an assortment of wines from the greatest va-

and business customers with a selection of high-quality

riety of wine growers from all over Europe, the WINE

wines from the best growing areas in Europe.

COLLECTION also produces its own wines,” says managing director Velichka Kniss not without pride. A project,

Start on 1 March 2017 with a new online shop

as yet unrivalled, has emerged from the love of wine:

After several months of conception, tasting of differ-

Velis Vineyards grows grapes in Bulgaria that are then

ent wines from numerous growing areas in Europe and

processed in Germany. The prevailing climatic conditions

the design of an online shop, the time had finally come

in Bulgaria are ideally suitable for growing vigorous red

and “die-Weinsammlung.de” went live. During the selec-

wine varieties. They rely on classical French grape varie-

tion process to choose which wines are to be offered to

ties. Pinot Noir, Syrah, Chardonnay and Sauvignon Blanc

the customers via the online shop, the focus is always on

are grown as well as the Bordeaux varieties Cabernet

high quality and excellent taste. At the time the online

Sauvignon, Merlot, Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot.

shop was opened, the assortment consisted of a total of 23

After harvesting, the grapes are transported to Germany

wines from four different countries.

in refrigerated vehicles, where they are developed by an
award-winning cellar master. The wine is sold under the

»die WEINSAMMLUNG« is growing

name of Velis Vineyards. The wines of the vintage 2014

More superb wines were able to be discovered at the larg-

and 2015 are already on sale, while the 2016 vintage is

est wine trade fair in the world, the ProWein 2017, which

currently still stored in French barrique casks, in order to

were then included in the WINE COLLECTION. The favour-

mature optimally.

ite: an Italian white wine from the vicinity of Verona! The
wine (Bianco – il Disperato) is characterised by its fruitiness

Figures, data and facts

and aroma, but at the same time is not intrusive and ap-

As a native of Rheinhessen, wine is very important to

pears elegant. Modern white wines from the Palatinate

Michael Zehe. On a business trip with his business part-

were also able to convince, such as a Sauvignon Blanc from

ner Velichka Kniss in Bulgaria he also crossed the his-

the Hörner vineyard, for example. “Even after the ProWein

toric wine growing area in the Thracian plain near the

we came across excellent wines again and again, with

city of Pazardhik. The areas used for wine growing for

which we are supplementing our assortment bit by bit”,

centuries were there and had been left to nature for 20

marketing manager Verena Hupp reports.

years. Both decided in 2010 to revive this old tradition
and began to purchase areas still the same year. After

First successes – satisfied customers

prior clearing, vines have been planted since 2013. The

Numerous events such as consumer trade fairs in

first grapes were able to be harvested in 2014 and af-

Frankfurt and Düsseldorf, serving the wines in the ROWE

terwards the first wine was produced. As well as a pure

VIP Lounge at the Nürburgring, during SAkkOH concerts

varietal Syrah, a cuvée of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot,

in Wiesbaden and Worms as well as Open Day at the

Petit Verdot and a pure varietal Petit Verdot are cur-

Scherner-Kleinhanss vineyard all led to the same result:

rently being produced in Germany. After a further pur-

The wines of the WINE COLLECTION impress! The WINE

chase of land, the cultivation area of Velis Vineyards is

COLLECTION is built up on this: As the exclusive wine sup-

now approx. 75 hectares, of which 28 hectares are cur-

plier in the VIP Lounge of SV Darmstadt 98 the awareness

rently planted. In the spring of 2016 the grape varieties

of the WINE COLLECTION should be increased further.

were supplemented by Pinot Noir, Sauvignon Blanc and

The WINE COLLECTION would also like to be launched in-

Chardonnay.

ternationally. With the goal of placing their own wines
as premium product on the Chinese market, the WINE
COLLECTION participated in two trade fairs in China at
the end of 2017.
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THE WINE COLLECTION // EXTRA

www.die-weinsammlung.de

Michael Zehe attaches importance to
special quality not only in lubricants.
Together with his business partner
Velichka Kniss, he also leaves nothing
to chance when it comes to wine.
A further offspring of the
ROWE family thus emerged:
»the WINE COLLECTION«.
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EXTRA // THE WINE COLLECTION

NEW CONSTRUCTION FOR OWN
PRODUCTION
A new winery was built at the edge of the
village entering Flörsheim-Dalsheim in the
summer of 2017. Latest technology and the
most up-to-date machines form the foundation for the first-class wines of Velis
Vineyards. Cellar master Klaus Scherner, who
works in ninth generation of wine growers,
brings the know-how. But before he took
over his parent’s vineyard, he collected experience in the South of France, was chief oenologist in Canada and advised Californian vineyards. In his own vineyard the emphasis is
on white wines, typical for the region. The
grape varieties growing in the SchernerKleinhanss vineyard include, among, others
Pinot Blanc, Pinot Gris, Riesling, Muscat
Ottonel and Sauvignon Blanc. Klaus Scherner
expands these to variety-typical wines with
fine aromas. He produces red wines full of
character for Velis Vineyards that have real
grandeur. With the latest technology he is
able to process with great care the grapes that
were first harvested and selected by hand.

THE PERFECT COMBINATION PAYS OFF
TYPES OF GRAPE Classical French grape varieties
GRAPES P
 erfect maturing thanks to optimal climatic conditions
VINIFICATION Latest technology and German know-how enable excellent results in the wine production.
RESULT/AWARD-WINNING The combination of good climate, classic types of grapes, latest technology and years of know-how
pay off. During the cuvée (vintage 2014) it already won the Silver Medal at the Concours Mondial de Bruxelles and obtained
90 points from Falstaff, the Syrah (vintage 2014) was able to get 91 points and the Petit Verdot even 92 points. Velis Vineyards
was also classified in the Top 10 of Bulgarian vineyards by Falstaff in the latest issue and obtained over 90 points as one of only
three vineyards with all types of grapes during the latest tasting.
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FOLLOWED UP

ACEA 2016
WHAT HAS changes?

The ACEA (European
Automobile Manufacturers’
Association) has revised
their demands on modern
motor oils with the publication of the new oil sequences ACEA 2016.

The ACEA updates and elaborates the different motor oil

engine generations were not covered previously in the

categories at regular intervals, which place demands on the

ACEA sequences and are now taken into account. The

respective motor oils.

impact of using biological fuels on the performance of
lubricants should also be regulated. Moreover, the com-

These categories describe the suitability of the motor oils

patibility with new elastomer materials, of seals or hoses

for a specific type of engine or exhaust gas treatment

for example, was also taken into consideration as well as

technology. The letters A and B represent so-called “High

the increased fuel economy demands.

SAPS” oils for use in car petrol and diesel engines. The
abbreviation SAPS conceals the English terms Sulphated

What does that mean in practice?

Ash, Phosphorus. The letter C encompasses for so-called

The “ACEA Oil Sequences 2016” are valid as from

“Low & Mid SAPS” oils for use in car petrol and diesel

1/12/2016. That means, one year later, from 1/12/2017,

engines with modern exhaust gas treatment systems such

new labelling (for newly introduced products) must take

as diesel particle filters. The letter E is for oils that are

place according to ACEA 2016. Products with labelling

used in diesel engines of heavy goods (Heavy Duty) vehi-

according to ACEA 2012 may only be sold up to

cles. Then there is a figure (e.g.: ACEA C5), with which the

1/12/2018. ROWE has summarised the innovations of

performance of the oil is characterised. It should be noted

ACEA 2016 in a clearly laid out brochure, which is avail

that a higher figure does not mean a higher-quality oil.

able on the internet at www.rowe.com.de.

In December 2016 the ACEA published the latest update of
these motor oil categories, containing a series of changes
compared with the ACEA 2012.
The reasons for these changes are numerous. Some tests
are no longer available and had to be replaced. New
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ROWE MOTOR
OILS FULL IN trend
ROWE hybrid logo - element in ROWE sustainability concept:
Special motor oils for fuel-saving locomotion.
With both products HIGHTEC SYNT RS HC SAE 0W-20 and

engine and component protection were in the fore-

HIGHTEC SYNT RS D1 SAE 0W-16, ROWE offers optimum

ground during the development. In order to facil-

motor oils for many micro, mild, full and plug-in hybrid

itate the choice of appropriate oil and rapid access

vehicles.

for the customer, both motor oils
are marked with the new ROWE

The lubricant manufacturer contributes

hybrid logo. This can be found on

to fuel-saving locomotion with the

the 1L and 5L containers and in cor-

motor oils specially coordinated to

responding product information

the needs of modern hybrid concepts.

sheets and the product catalogue.

Maximum fuel economy and optimum

New releases ensure strong competitive position
In the past months ROWE was able to again register several

With the HIGHTEC SYNT RSB 12FE SAE 0W-30 ROWE

new releases for its motor oils – including two genuine pre-

developed an extremely fuel-saving high performance

mieres.

motor oil especially for current BMW vehicles of
model series 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and the SUV model

The HIGHTEC SYNT RS SAE 5W-30 HC-FO passed all the nec-

series X1, X3, X4, X5 and X6 as well as for different

essary tests with distinction and is rewarded with the named

MINI vehicles.

release Jaguar Land Rover STJLR.03.5003 for the first time.

The HIGHTEC SYNT RSF 950 SAE 0W-30 is a particularly

This new specification was demanded among others in the

fuel-saving high performance motor oil, specially devel-

current Jaguar models XE, XF and XJ as well as the Land

oped for Ford models that require an oil of specification

Rover models Discovery, Discovery Sport, Range Rover Evo-

Ford WSS-M2C950-A.

que, Range Rover and Range Rover Sport. In addition, the

The HIGHTEC TRUCKSTAR SAE 10W-40 X-TRA fulfils for

HIGHTEC SYNT RS SAE 5W-30 HC-FO has the named release

the first time the high demands of the Scania LDF-3 speci-

Ford WSS-M2C913-D as usual.

fication as well as many other manufacturers’ specifica-

The HIGHTEC TRUCKSTAR SAE 5W-30 MULTI-LA also fulfils

tions. Thanks to its broad labelling it is ideally suited as a

the strict demands of the current SCANIA LDF-4 as well as

rationalisation product for use in many heavy duty vehi-

the previously labelled specifications.

cles and other applications.

It has the following named manufacturer releases:

New in the ROWE range is the HIGHTEC SYNTH RS LONG-

• MB-Release 228.51/228.31

LIFE IV SAE 0W-20, which was especially developed for

• MAN M3677/M3477/M3271-1

the new engine generations of the VW-Group, which
require a motor oil according to the specification

The HIGHTEC SYNT RSB 12FE SAE 0W-30 introduced in 2017

VW 508 00/509 00 or Porsche C20. It is suitable for current

has the named release of BMW AG according to the specifi-

and future vehicles of the brands Audi, wVolkswagen,

cation BMW Longlife-12 FE.

Seat, Skoda and Porsche.
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ROWE IS THE NEW CHAMPION
PARTNER OF BORUSSIA DORTMUND

HIGHTEC meets professional football

“Thanks to its extremely high range with about 54.9 billion advertising contacts and a worldwide TV coverage

With over 145,000 members, Borussia Dortmund

of more than 3,217 hours per season, Borussia Dort-

is the third largest sports club in the world and one of

mund is an attractive partner, with whom we can con-

the most successful ones in German men’s football.

tinue to extend our level of awareness nationally, and

The stadium is the best attended football arena in the

also internationally,” ROWE managing director Michael

whole of Europe, where on average nearly 80,000 spec-

Zehe is sure.

tators experience the matches of their club.

The cooperation between the lubricant manufacturer
and the professional football club runs initially until the

Now the ROWE emblem shines on the panel of the fourth

end of the season 2019/20.

largest stadium in Europe! Shortly after the start of the
Bundesliga season 2017/2018, the lubricant manufacturer
extended its commitment in professional football. ROWE

ROWE gives full speed

already supports the traditional club SV Darmstadt 98 in

in professional football

the 2nd German Football League as official premium

Go to the new ROWE MOTOR OIL

sponsor and the brand is now also represented by Borus-

spot as champion partner of the

sia Dortmund in the Bundesliga.

Borussians with BVB central defender

“The presence in professional football has shown us that

Neven Subotic and PS professional J.P.

we are moving in the right direction. For this reason, we

Kraemer: www.rowe.com.de

have now extended our commitment in this field
together with BVB,” says ROWE managing director
Dr Alexandra Kohlmann. “Intensity, authenticity, bonding
force and ambition are the strengths of BVB. These guiding principles can also be found in our company, which is
why we have decided in favour of a partnership with this
club steeped in tradition.”
As well as the presence on TV-relevant advertising surfaces,
the ROWE emblem can be found in the stadium magazine
“Echt,” on the homepage bvb.de and on the sponsors displays in the VIP areas.
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EXTRA // SOLAR FLUID

The new SZ Solar Fluid HT -30°C:
Developed by ROWE, marketed by SZ

COOL SOLUTION
FOR SOLAR ENERGY
What does a lubricant manufacturer have to do with

optimum performance of solar systems; for about 150

solar technology? Possibly a great deal, if it dedicates

litres of coolant are pumped through the cooling circuit

itself to the development of high-quality cooling liquids.

per minute in a car engine. In a solar system, the heat

That’s one example of how closely different fields of ap-

performance depends essentially on the quality of the

plication are linked and can profit from each other.

fluid that transports the heat.
“Initially, we analysed the solar fluids on the market and

What keeps an engine running is also needed in the heat

above all, put them through comprehensive corrosion

generation from solar energy: Coolants that essentially

tests,” explains Dr Stefan Berger, who is responsible as

fulfil three functions; they must be able to dissipate heat,

the Development Manager for the sectors Coolants and

must not freeze in the winter and should protect the ma-

Brake Fluids at ROWE. The goal was to develop a heat

terial they come in contact with against corrosion.

transfer fluid for solar systems that has better corrosion

ROWE has been developing cooling liquids for vehicle en-

characteristics than previous products and possesses

gines for some years and is one of the largest manufac-

fewer constituents that are hazardous to health and, the

turers of glycol-based radiator antifreeze in Germany

environment, and had a high thermal conductivity.

producing roughly 17 million litres in 2016. In addition,

In principle such coolants – whether in engines or solar

the company set up its own development department

systems – are a mixture of water and glycol, a polyvalent

and invested in special laboratory technology.

alcohol. Yet the development department was able to

The comprehensive experiences gathered here were now

achieve a decisive improvement here already. By re-

transferred to a new product that is indispensable for the

placing the usually used monoethylene glycol with pro-
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Moreover, the research and development was interested
in whether the protective layer worked as desired despite
its minimal thickness. For this, the layer was removed
from the test material by special chemical and mechanical
treatments and determined by microscopy, whether
forms of corrosion, such as surface corrosion or pitting
corrosion had formed.
As the heat transfer fluid is not constantly changed,
in solar systems, like in engines, when it comes to selecting the additives designated as corrosion inhibExperts in the laboratory: Sascha Schneider, Dr Stefan

itors (from the Latin inhibere, which means as much

Berger, Anne Klöber and Dr Harald Bock (from the left)

as prohibiting or stopping), it is important that they
maintain their functional efficiency in the solution for

pylene glycol and by using other additives, the new fluid

a long time.

is significantly less hazardous to health than a coolant for

The result of the development is the “SZ Solar Fluid

engines.

HT -30°C” that has been marketed by SZ WATER

The most important topic was however the corrosion

TREATMENT SYSTEM GMBH, a partner company of

characteristics and their optimisation for the best pos-

ROWE for a few months. The red dyed, ready-to-use

sible high thermal conductivity. Dr Stefan Berger ex-

mixture produced at ROWE can be used as a heat

plains the problem as follows: “If the corrosion pro-

transfer medium both in heat pumps and solar

tection has fulfilled its task, it builds up a protective

systems and in warm water heating systems. The care-

layer on the metal surfaces of the components, with

fully selected, finely coordinated additives of the

which it comes into contact. This prevents not only

latest technology (Si-OAT = Silicium Organic Additive

the formation of rust, but also reduces the heat

Technology) guarantees in the case of proper use a

transfer from metal to the fluid at the same time. The

service life of the “SZ Solar Fluid HT -30°C” of several

optimum is therefore achieved when an ideally wa-

years. “The most common metals and alloys such as

fer-thin protective layer achieves high corrosion pro-

aluminium, cast iron, steel, solder, brass and copper

tection.”

mounted in the quoted systems are protected durably

Extensive tests were carried out in the ROWE labo-

and reliably against the greatest variety of forms of

ratory for this. One possibility is to measure the tem-

corrosion and cavitation,” Jürgen Stilgenbauer, man-

perature of a test specimen made of aluminium or

aging director of SZ WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM

iron over 96 hours in contact with the coolant. If this

GMBH says. Because of the special advantages of the

continues to increase after an initial heating phase of

product, he expects good market opportunities. There

the coolant, that is a sign that the layer thickness is

is already great Interest.

increasing and the thermal conductivity is decreasing.
A further procedure is the test method designated
with ASTM D1384 (American Standard of Testing
and Materials) . Different, electrically conducting
test metals (copper, brass, soft solder, aluminium,
grey cast iron and steel) connected to each other
are exposed here for 336 hours under controlled
air supply at 88°C to a dilution of heat transfer
fluid and corrosive water. After the test the
change in weight of the test specimens is determined gravimetrically. This allows a reliable assessment of the corrosion protection characteristics
of heat transfer fluids. Ideally there is no loss in
weight. If the test material is lighter, that means that

On the photo shown the patches of rust are easily visible

material was removed by corrosion.

even without a microscope
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Triad of
MUSIC, DANCE AND WORD
Hessen’s Symphonic Accordion Orchestra continues its series
of extraordinary concerts 2017 with two special accents.

An accordion is a very special instrument and anyone who thinks that you can only play shanties and
folklore on it has never heard Hessen’s Symphonic
Accordion Orchestra, or SAkkOH for short.
The 42 musicians of the orchestra, revived again in
2013 – also due to the personal commitment of
ROWE boss Michael Zehe – prove at each concert
how versatile the accordion is.

This was also the case during the two concerts in
May 2017. Under the tried-and-tested direction of
Thomas Bauer the SAkkOH continued the series of
extraordinary concerts with two special focuses. A
two-part programme was presented
this year. The first half of the
concert was devoted to the
musical work of a former
director of the
orchestra, Fritz Dobler,
who did not miss the
opportunity to be
present at the performance himself.
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As composer, conductor, lecturer and accordion
teacher and player, he has rendered services to
this instrument like no other. In honour of his
90th birthday the SAkkOH played only Dobler’s
works in the first half of the concert this year. The
ensemble showed how cleverly the compositions
of the accordion virtuoso brought the diversity of
the instruments to life. Filigree, delicate notes,
paired with a remarkable tone discipline made the
audience forget that it was not a complete symphony orchestra sitting on stage, with strings,
clarinets or bassoons, but “only” the accordion
with its versatile sounds.
In memory of the founder of Hessen’s Symphonic

CULTURE

Access to the video

Accordion Orchestra, Dietmar Walther, who died in
2017, the “Werziade IV” was performed.
In the second half of the concert the SAkkOH carried
off its audience to the dazzling and passionate
world of the tango. Nick Benjamin, known amongst
other things as ZDF’s off-camera speaker, was actually supposed to tell the story of this music genre
live. Due to illness, the technicians showed a
recorded presentation from the screen. In this way,
the guests were still able to find out how European,
Latin American and African music styles merged to
become the tango at the end of the 19th century.
“Jalousie” by the Dane Jacob Gade formed the start
of the second part of the concert. Then the

orchestra took its audience on their travels to Río de
la Plata with “Por una Cabeza” by Carlos Gardel and
pieces by Astor Piazzolla. While pictures from Buenos Aires underlined the world of sound in the
background, the award-winning duo
Reinhold Stumpf and Britta Rossbach completed the overall
impression of the performance with their tango
dance interludes. Music,
dance and language
thus merged to form
an unforgettable
experience.
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With this emblem ROWEcustomers can immediately recognise: This lubricant was produced climate-compensated.

TITLE // SUSTAINABILITY

ROWE STEPS UP
ROWE combines lubricants and sustainability to a logi-

work convention for the successful execution of climate

cal entity. The company has compensated its CO2-emis-

protection projects.

sions since January 2017 and offers its customers cli-

Important climate projects are sponsored by the pur-

mate-neutral lubricant products.

chase of climate certificates worldwide, which mainly
help the expansion of renewable energies in develop-

We consider forward-looking and sustainable action to

ment and emerging countries (see box). Thanks to this

be an important contribution for future generations,

financial support, the countries can improve their eco-

to whom we feel obliged as a family company.

nomic, social and ecological situation. In addition, it is

The reduction of energy consumption, the avoiding of

a major driver for the transfer of clean technologies

emissions and the development of environmentally

and a sustainable-oriented economic development.

friendly products have been of great importance at

The use of renewable energy is however also an impor-

ROWE for a long time. The company has been certified

tant aspect in industrial countries, which the lubricant

according to the standard of environment manage-

manufacturer from Worms has incorporated in its guid-

ment system 14001 since April 2010.

ing principles. ROWE has committed itself to the envi-

Now ROWE has started the next stage on the way to

ronment for a long time and has already relied on sus-

more sustainability: From 2017 ROWE has been work-

tainability for years. For this, the change to electricity

ing climate-neutrally and compensating all emissions in

from renewable energy was made and it was decided

the process. The climate stresses were calculated for

in 2013 that the new site in Worms should be operated

this on the basis of all existing, current data by an

energy self-sufficiently using cogeneration systems.

independent company.

Electricity is used for the production, the heat for the

“In order to balance the determined CO2-equivalents

correct temperature of initial materials and finished

and the footprint left behind it, we have decided to

products. In this way ROWE is in a position to manage

compensate not only the emissions of the company for

without additional heating systems. That saves costs

2017 and 2018 by buying climate certificates but also

and reduces emissions.

those from the brand ambassadors in squash and tri-

In figures this looks as follows: In the company the

athlon, supported by ROWE and the members of Hes-

energy costs in the form of electricity amount annu-

sen’s Symphonic Accordion Orchestra are
incorporated. That also means
that we offer our customers
CO2-compensated lubricant products”, ROWE
boss Michael Zehe de-

ally to approx. 3.2 million kWh, whereby 2.2 million
kWh originate from own generation and use. That
corresponds to an annual saving of about 69 percent
and reduces the own CO 2-household in the balance by
1,077.16 tons.
Energy and paper consumption is reduced in the ad-

scribes the project.

ministration and in the purchasing department ROWE

The certificates ac-

takes into account in particular suppliers of cli-

credited by the UN

mate-neutral services. The staff are also motivated to

correspond to the

sustainable conduct, both at work and privately. The

CER (Certified Emis-

lubricant manufacturer offers a subsidised tariff for

sion Reduction) and
VCS (Verified Carbon
Standard) standard and
are released by the institutions of the UN climate frame-
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using e-bikes since March 2017. That reduces the travelling costs of employees in comparison to car use
and emissions. If all the staff took advantage of this
offer, the CO 2-emission could be reduced by a further
253 tonnes.

SUSTAINABILITY // TITLE

SUSTAINABILITY
The next steps
ROWE had already started in 2017 with changes to introduce the energy management system according to
ISO 50001. The issue is to reduce the energy requirement in the entire company in a targeted manner –
where possible by changing energy-intensive processes
but also by constructional measures such as e.g. ener-

Message to
the customers

gy-saving bulbs that are already used in the Bubenheim
plant. With the participation in the “NASCH” project,
ROWE supports the efforts of the lubricant industry for
sustainability. The designation “NASCH” stands for NAchhaltige SCHmierstoffe (sustainable lubricants). The
work group from the associations of UNITI and VSI has
the objective of making all the lubricant suppliers as fit
as possible for energy saving concepts and their implementation. “It is very likely that the EU will approach
the companies soon with sustainability demands. We
want to approach this topic proactively and develop
our own concepts within the lubricant industry, before
the EU tries to impose regulations on us that are not
practicable for the lubricant industry,” says EQHS-Manager Frank Grabert.
With all these measures ROWE balances not only its
CO2-household, but also takes on a pioneering position,
by the company compensating its emissions on a voluntary basis according to the Kyoto Protocol and being
one of the first medium-sized manufacturers, who offers its customers CO2-compensated lubricants.
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On World Earth Day 22 April 2017, the environment action day of the UNO, ROWE announced: “With the transition to a climate-neutral company, ROWE customers acquire
all products manufactured, from 1 litre to 1,000
litre barrels 100 percent climate-compensated
with immediate effect. In this way, they can even
contribute to the global CO2-balance. The climate
friendly production of your purchased ROWE
product can be recognised by our printed
“CO2-compensated label.”
ROWE has been producing lubricants on the basis
of renewable raw materials for years. The developed products (ROWE HIGHTEC SUNLUB®
series) distinguish themselves at the end consumers as being particularly climate friendly. They
are easily biodegradable and reduce the energy
requirement with extended service lives, which ultimately reduces the CO2-emission of the consumer.
Projects supported by ROWE in the context of
climate neutrality:
• River hydropower project in Mali
• River hydropower project in Brazil
• Wind energy in India
• Solar power generation in India
• Gold Standard wood-fired ovens in Mali
• further projects follow

With this certificate, ROWE is certified climate neutrality.
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FLYING THE COLOURS 9 TIMES
ROWE PRESENTS ITSELF ALL
AROUND THE WORLD

SPECIALITIES FOR BOOT 2017

with the ROWE powerboat and a series of boat oils.
Since 2016 ROWE, as manufacturer of lubricants for boats

Before the trendy speedsters are made fit for the next

of all kinds, has been supporting the new team “ROWE

season and then lowered into the water, the motorboat

PowerBoat” that starts in the Formula 2 at World and Eu-

enthusiasts get together every year in January for the

ropean championships. The pilot of the racing catamaran,

Boat and Water Sports trade fair “boot” in Düsseldorf.

which is about six metres long and 2.30 metres wide and

This is THE go-to event, where passionate skippers get

delivers approx. 300 hp, is Stefan Hagin. The former world

their money’s worth. They find everything new there is to

and European champion personally answered visitors’

find out about boats and yachts in six trade fair halls.

questions at the exhibition stand - for many visitors a very

The right motor oils and care products are also part of

special experience. More on “ROWE PowerBoat” and Ste-

the optimum boat’s equipment. That is why ROWE was

fan Hagin can be found on page 46 of this issue.

represented at the stand of the German Motor Yacht Association at the boot 2017 from 21 to 29 January 2017
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AUTOMECHANIKA JEDDAH RELOADED

Good contacts could therefore be made in this growing
Saudi-Arabian automotive aftermarket already and a first

After the successful start to the premiere of the Auto

local partner was won. “The goal is,” according to Ham-

mechanika Jeddah in January 2016 ROWE was present

doun, “to increase our degree of recognition at Saudi

with a stand for the second time in the Jeddah Centre for

companies in the long term and position ourselves even

Forums & Events from 31 January to 2 February 2017. The

better in this interesting market environment.” Looking

specialist trade fair in Saudi Arabia, specially tailored to

after existing customers plays an important role here as

the automotive aftermarket, attracted a growing number

well as the increase of brand recognition. Hamdoun is

of interested parties with 174 exhibitors from 25 counties

convinced: “A trade fair is the ideal platform for this.

and over 4,000 visitors from the trade sector.

“Our increase in turnover in this regional market is defi-

ROWE introduced its entire range of products in the au-

nitely also due to the trade fair appearances.”

tomotive sector to the specialist audience here. “The

The Automechanika Jeddah is organised by the Messe

customers in distant Saudi Arabia also showed particu-

Frankfurt Middle East in partnership with the Saudi-based

lar interest in our brand as well as the consistent and

Al-Harithy Company for Exhibitions (ACE).

stable Made in Germany quality,” export manager Mohamad Hamdoun reports.

WITH “FAST & FURIOUS” TO THE IN-HOUSE EXHIBITION
IN ZAGREB
Thanks to the good cooperation with a big local partner, ROWE was able to present its range of products for
the second time during the Pentecost weekend, at the
beginning of June, at the in-house exhibition of
C.I.AK.–AUTO in the Croatian capital. Emphasis here
was mainly on the sector of motor and gear oils.
“Only with strong local partners, such as C.I.A.K., who
support us in expanding our market presence in the
country and positioning our products, can we succeed
in accessing new regional markets and increasing
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ROWE’s degree of recognition,” says Area Sales Man-

request for ROWE products after the event showed

ager Christian Stilgenbauer.

this. Stilgenbauer was able to confirm this: “In compar-

ROWE aimed at winning new customers and also in-

ison to 2016, we are experiencing a significant increase

creasing the degree of recognition in Zagreb during

in turnover in this region this year, which is also due to

the presentation of the automotive product range.

the successful exhibition appearance in my opinion.”

Trade customers were mainly targeted as well as end

The event was rounded off by the “Fast & Furious”

consumers. Made in Germany, the very good product

(Croatian: “Brzi i žestoki”) street race in Zagreb. Motor

quality, the racing activities of ROWE and the release

sport enthusiasts and fans met here to experience the

of products by leading German car manufacturers

racing machines close up.

above all are well received in Croatia. The enormous

STRONG APPEARANCE AT AUTOMECHANIKA DUBAI

Different products such as motor oil 5W-30 or 5W-40,
which ROWE presented in Dubai, are not only predes-

Indisputably, the Automechanika Dubai is the leading in-

tined for the Asian region itself, but for the vehicle

ternational specialist trade fair in the Middle East for the

manufacturers from these countries, who export their

automobile service sector. Trade visitors from West Asia,

cars all over the world. On top of this, there are gen-

Eastern Europe, the CIS and Africa met up again this year

eral ROWE specialities. “It is important to offer B2B

from 7 to 9 May in the biggest city of the United Arab

customers a wide product portfolio. They want

Emirates on the Persian Gulf. Next to the Automechanika

everything from one source – via one contact person,

Frankfurt, the trade fair in the Emirate’s capital city Dubai

appreciate Made in Germany and in particular our high

is THE industry meeting point per se.

flexibility and acknowledge our commitment with the

Not without reason did ROWE therefore appear with a

ROWE RACING Team,” says Nicolai Sablowski.

strong and experienced trade fair team with Moham-

The emphasis was accordingly on winning new custom-

mad Hamdoun, Jennifer Molzan and Nicolai Sablowski.

ers and looking after existing customers, whereby the

Generally, ROWE sees itself well positioned in the re-

appropriate assortments were always focussed on.

gion, it is meanwhile no newcomer at the trade fair

Mohammad Hamdoun draws a very positive fair conclu-

and can be well satisfied with the market development.

sion: “We are very happy about our really good con-

The Automechanika Dubai is not only very popular in

tacts to the local partners and we notice here in Dubai

the Gulf region (GCC region). The trade fair sees itself

that we are well received in the market.”

increasingly as a meeting place for interested parties
also from other countries in the Asian region.
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NEW GROUND AT THE INAPA JAKARTA
INAPA, the “Indonesia International Auto Parts
Accessories & Equip Exhibition,“ from 29 March
to 1 April 2017 provided ROWE with the opportunity to access a new market. The trade fair held
in the Indonesian capital Jakarta is the largest international trade platform of the ASEAN states
for the automotive industry. Manufacturers and
suppliers of car parts, equipment, tools and technologies meet up at the annual event.
“Indonesia is a market with great potential but
also high entry barriers, that we have not accessed up to now. These include the pricing
structure in Southeast Asia, the still relatively
low degree of recognition of ROWE or the local
production of other, already established, strong
brands as well as the fact the required product
registration before market entry is connected
with high investments,” Area Sales Manager
Nicolai Sablowski reports.
The participation in the INAPA was all the more
important, in order to get in touch personally
with potential customers and distributors mainly
for Indonesia. Focus in new customer acquisition
was not only on automotive products but also
industrial lubricants.
Sablowski was able to deploy his many years of
experience here. He knows the region and
knows that many things run differently to the
domestic market. “That already begins with the
preparation and has a lot to do with the mentality of the people,” he tells us. “Even the procedure during set up and organisation in these
parts of the world is not comparable with a
trade fair in Frankfurt. Technology, precision
mounting the stand and many other things
suddenly become problems that you cannot
imagine previously. You simply have to accept
many things at some stage and relax and be
content that you had now tried to optimise
everything during two days,” he says with a
smile.
But the effort was worth it: Meanwhile, ROWE
is having some good, promising talks and negotiations, which will hopefully be able to be finalised in the next few months.
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Queens of the Road
FFFFFFFFFFFFFFSAAAFSFSGDFHBFGBFGBFBH

The original winning car of the 24-hour race of Spa-Francorchamps 2016.
The vehicle was sealed using several nano paint layers after its success in the Belgian Ardennes and now accompanies us at trade fairs and exhibitions. On view
here at the SADI-TEC in Nuremberg.

SADI-TEC III – AUTOMOTIVE FLAIR IN NUREMBERG

and 9 April 2017 to cultivate the technical exchange with
suppliers, establish personal contacts or simply enjoy the

Ammin Sadi, the managing director of SADI AUTOTEILE was

automotive flair.

elated, as the third edition of the SADI-TEC, the in-house ex-

Everyone was able to experience close up on two rac-

hibition at the company’s headquarters in Nuremberg, was

ing simulators, how it feels to race through the laps.

a great success:

The well-known racing drivers Marco Wittmann and

“Homely atmosphere, personal con-

horsepower professional Jean Pierre “JP” Kraemer

sulting and an assortment that makes

were available as “stars to rub shoulders with” for shop

the hearts of every car lover and

talk and racing stories. At the ROWE stand there were

horsepower junkie beat faster,” he

not only automotiveproducts to be seen, but also the

reports in his YouTube video.

BMW M6 GT3 that finished the 24-hour race in

And there really was a lot to see

Spa-Francorchamps 2016 as the winner.

and experience for car-loving visitors at the SADI-TEC III.

“Nuremberg was a great opportunity for us to cultivate

Among the 50 exhibitors, where all the well-known auto-

contact with our customers, to show the close partnership

motive suppliers and parts manufacturers come and go,

with SADI AUTOTEILE and transmit a piece of our own en-

the long-standing SADI partner ROWE of course had to

thusiasm for cars,” Markus Bayer described his impressions

be present. Many trade customers used the event on 8

of the weekend in Nuremberg.
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Premiere in South Africa
For the first time Export Manager Mohamad Hamdoun
visited the South African city of Johannesburg with his
team and presented ROWE at the Automechanika there.
Hamdoun was able to establish many contacts with potential customers during all 4 days and now hopes to
position the products on the market: “I see good potential that ROWE can establish itself as German lubricant
manufacturer on the South African market and that we
can also impress with our quality there. The talks were
promising and have shown again that high quality,
Made in Germany, is a characteristic that appeals to people worldwide. Nevertheless, we must wait and see for
the coming months and keep in constant touch with the
newly won contacts,” the Export Manager says.

Welcome to fabulous Las Vegas

only in 2017, we want to continue to access the American
market and thanks to own OEM releases for many Euro-

ROWE also celebrated a premiere in the USA in 2017. We

pean vehicles create a unique selling point with the oils

exhibited for the first time with our own stand at the “Au-

developed and produced in Germany.

tomotive Aftermarket Product Expo (AAPEX)” in Las

“It was an impressive experience to ourselves exhibit

Vegas. After the appearance on the area of the ROWE

at one of the largest and most important automotive

sales partner Atlantic Im & Export Corporation from

and supplier trade fairs in the USA and to present our

Branchburg, New Jersey, where many customers talks were

brand there. Thanks to our many manufacturer re-

held and new contacts established, Export Manager Man-

leases and the well situated trade fair stand, we were

fred Fischer now wanted to convince with his own trade

able to already leave a positive impression behind

fair stand and presented a 55 m² stand area and an origi-

that generates many new contacts and has shown us

nal BMW M2 branded with ROWE MOTOR OIL, which is at

the potential for the American market,” according to

home in the Pirelli World Challenge racing series among

Manfred Fischer.

others. With the foreign company ROWE USA Inc. founded
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ROWE visited ISP in Salzbergen
ROWE’s Sales Team visited one of the leading independent test institutes for motor tests, vehicle
tests and laboratory analyses of fuel and lubricant
development worldwide: the ISP Testing Institute
in Salzbergen on 2 November. With sites in Lower
Saxony and Normandy, the company is a recognised
development partner of the chemical industry and
the mineral oil, automotive and supply industry.
“Particularly interesting to see were the areas of the
laboratories and motor tests, where highly modern,
dynamic test benches are available for the very varied
performance classes. The lubricant and oil release tests
carried out there are the basis of our developments,”
Immo Kosel, Head of Sales at ROWE explained.
Highly modern, dynamic test benches of
the very varied performances classes are
available for carrying out the motor tests.
The redundantly designed infrastructure, the comprehensive measuring technology and most modern
automation systems offer the engineers optimum
conditions for the target-oriented testing of fuel
and lubricants as well as engine components.
Equipped with 42 highly modern, dynamic and
fully air-conditioned motor test benches, the
stringent fuel and lubricant tests according to the
European specifications of the ACEA that defines
the quality of motor oils, represent a further
quality characteristic of the Lower Saxony site.
With more than 250 analysis methods according
to DIN, EN ISO, CEC, GFC, ASTM and OEM, specific procedures comprehensive analyses of
fresh and used oils for motor, gear and industrial oils as well as greases and fuels can be carried
out in the chemical-physical laboratories.
The quality of the measuring results here is not
only ensured by taking part in national and international ring trials, but is also a result of many
years of collaboration of the ISP experts in
the corresponding standardisation bodies.
This high quality standard prevailing here is the basis
for the acceptance by the automotive industry.
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ROWE summer party with focus on sustainability
The focus of ROWE summer party 2017 was on the topic
of sustainability. In a quiz to do with the company and
its sustainability measures, the employees were able to
get in-depth information about topics such as CO2 reduction, waste heat utilisation and energy saving. As
well as a station on own electricity generation with a bicycle, e-bikes were also able to be tested on the company’s grounds. Of course, a bouncy castle and a painting
corner were there as well for children.
The employees were able to chat away from the office
routine and spend a wonderful summer’s day together
with perfect weather, delicious food and live music of the
blues rock Band “Thundercloud”.
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NO LETTING UP WITH ROWE
Elshorbagy wins in Dubai and gets his first WSF title!
When the world’s best squash players meet, it is always a tight match – this also applied to this year’s PSA Dubai World
Series Finals (WSF) held from 6 to 10 June in the Emirate on the Persian Gulf.
Mohamed Elshorbagy in ROWE shirt and James Willstrop already played against each other in the group phase, where
Elshorbagy won with 2:0 sets. Willstrop was in the final match of the WSF for the first time, Elshorbagy already took
part in the WSF finals in 2014 in Richmond (USA), where he lost to his countryman Ramy Ashour (world ranking list 8).
This year’s final match was more balanced than it was reflected according to sets 3:0. The sets were always hotly
contested up to the end. Neither Elshorbagy nor Willstrop were able to earn a significant advantage, except in the
third set, where the Egyptian already had a 7:2 lead. At the end Elshorbagy won the points and finally won evenly
in three sets. He is thus the third Egyptian to win the World Series Finals after Ramy Ashour and Amr Shabana
(EGY, WRL 1). But that was not enough – after his first WSF title Elshorbagy won 4 more tournaments in 2017: the
NetSuite Open in the USA and the St. George‘s Hill Classic in England as well as the Qatar Classic and the Hong Kong
Open in the PSA World Series, both in November 2017. Mohamed Elshorbagy is therefore currently ranked 3rd in
the worldwide player ranking.

PREMIUM CLASS ON THE
WATER
ROWE PowerBoat wins silver in Brodenbach
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As on land, as in water: Stefan Hagin

minimum weight for boat and driver.

and ROWE PowerBoat finished the

We were just 5 kg below that.”

first event of the 2017 season with

After the deficiency had been

a silver medal. On 20 and 21 May

resolved with a small additional

Hagin and the racing boat team sup-

weight, Hagin continued with

ported by ROWE were able to assert

unbroken motivation in the second

themselves during the international

race. Despite starting from the last

German Formula 2 championship in

position, he was already up front

Brodenbach against the competition
and secure the vice championship
on the difficult Moselle course. Only
the Latvian Uvis Slakteris was able
to ward off the attacks of the highly
motivated Hagin who had started
and obtained the championship title
after three races.
The weekend began rather frustratingly for ROWE PowerBoat and its
pilot. After a second place in the first
race the technical check revealed that

again at the first turning mark and
took second place again.
In the third race Hagin then took
over the lead from the beginning
with a perfect start and did not give
it up again until he crossed the finish
line. “That was the result that we
needed.” Hagin and the team said
happy. “We are now confidently
looking forward to the 2018 season.”
With ROWE PowerBoat the lubricant

Hagin and his Molgaard catamaran

manufacturer commits itself in the

were too light. That meant the loss

Formula 2 world championship, one

of the points obtained. “We were

of the most challenging racing series

apparently so busy optimising the

in motorboat sport.

boat that we overlooked that I had

The HIGHTEC PowerBoat motor oils

also come through the winter slightly

developed by ROWE for use in the

“optimised” due to my training”,

racing sport are therefore used suc-

Hagin explained. “550 kg is the

cessfully in their own team.
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Hard start to the season, twice European vice-champion
and disappointing cancellation of Hawaii
The season already started off in February with bad
conditions. Andi Böcherer injured himself on his syndesmosis ligament during preparations and had to cancel his first two starts. For this reason, he was not able
to use his remaining time in the training camp to
achieve his usual competition level. After he had more
or less caught up on his training arrears in May, he was
dogged by bad luck. He had to struggle with a flat tyre
during his first start of the season in Rimini and was
only able to cross the finish line in 14th place.
Things were supposed to get better after that. During
Ironman 70.3 Austria he was able to secure a good
2nd place and showed his performance as professional triathlete. He was then rewarded with two vice
European champion titles. Once at IRONMAN 70.3
Elsinore in Denmark, where he had to admit defeat
against a very strong performance from Michael Raelert and with the defending of his vice European
champion title in July at the IRONMAN Frankfurt.
Only Sebastian Kienle was faster in the Main metropolis in sizzling heat of over 30°C.
However, the season was not yet over. The great evil
came during the last preparatory race in Santa Cruz.
The start went well and Andi was in the lead for a
long time. But as the first sportsmen crossed the finish line and Andi Böcherer was not one of them, the
bad news became known. He injured himself on the
plantar fascia on the running track and was therefore
not able to run for the next four weeks. He therefore
had to reluctantly cancel his participation in the
world championship in Hawaii.

Ups and downs: The review of the
triathlon seasons of ROWE athletes
Andi Böcherer and Anja Beranek

WITH ROWE
EVERYWHERE YOU GO
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Successful season for ROWE newcomer Anja Beranek
The first season with Anja Beranek started with an
overwhelming victory in Rimini. Anja was able to
show the strength of her running performance here
and prove that she is one of the best athletes. During
her second race she had to deal with a small damper
and only reached 7th place at the premiere of “The
Championship” at Samorin in Slovakia. A few weeks
later the ROWE athlete was able to win her home
race, the Rothsee Triathlon Festival for the 8th time
running. She was able tomake good progress at the
European championship in Frankfurt and made it to
the top 10 despite back problems and was so able to
secure her starting place for Hawaii. The two following preparation races for the World championship
went very well for Anja. She fought to win a good
2nd place in the mountains during the IRONMAN Zell
am See and finally overtook all her pursuers on the
fast Ironman on the island of Rügen and clearly won
the race.
Highly motivated by both good results and a very
intensive time in training camp, Anja started at the
world championship, the IRONMAN World Championship on Hawaii. The first problems already cropped up
however at the start. Anja dropped down to the pursuer group in the swimming, so that she had to
endure the 3.6 km under hard conditions. Leaving the
water in 13th place, she put all her eggs in one basket
and went full risk on the cycle, where she was able to
join the leading group already after 30 km. However
the price was too high. At 7th place her body was no
longer able to mobilise any carbohydrate reserves and
also not absorb any more. After several hard kilometres on the running track, Anja had to admit defeat
to the island and finished the competition early. We
wish her all the best for the preparation for the next
season and continue to cross our fingers for her!
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A HIGHTEC FLUID
AS THE SOLUTION
FOR MANY PROBLEMS

20 litre canister SZ Solar Fluid HT – 30°C

The technology in geothermal heating systems,

the demands on the manufacturers and operators of

heating and solar systems develops constantly and is

such systems. These high technical characteristics of the

becoming more complex and finely linked from year to

end products, however, also result in the demands on

year.

the heat transfer fluid that must be filled in constantly
increasing. Silting, corrosion and cavitation in such

Increasingly lightweight design and construction mate-

systems have been known for a long time and cause

rials, maximum efficiency, low space requirement and

great difficulties and high costs. A co-operation in the

at the same time lowest possible operating costs are

business group has studied this problem.
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FIRST
COMMON
CUSTOMERS
ON DOMESTIC
AND EXPORT
MARKETS

expensive maintenance and repairs. The adding of
high-quality fluids and additives - from the first day of
commissioning, is the guarantee for long-term and disruption-free operation of the system.

SZ SOLAR
FLUID AND
SZ SUPER
CONCENTRATE

Synergies of ROWE and SZ

What’s behind this?
A ROWE additive technology!

The first customers were able to be won on the market

The SZ Solar Fluid and the SZ Super Concentrate were

of solar fluids and additives for the protection of

developed and manufactured in cooperation with ROWE

heating systems, solar systems and heat pumps at the

MINERALÖLWERK GMBH, who has developed radiator anti-

end of the year.

freeze for the premium automotive sector at the highest

A great number of different products via internet trade /

level for years and constantly improves it.

wholesalers, and not yet available regulations e.g. man-

The latest generation of additives was used for the com-

ufacturer releases make it relatively easy for companies

position of the concentrates, which were developed espe-

to mix their solar fluid themselves.

cially for the modern lightweight design of aluminium

A water and glycol mixture is used first of all as a simple

engines and the great variety of compound metals. The

prerequisite. Despite adding this mixture, corrosion, cav-

SZ fluids have a comprehensive and multi-metal inhib-

itation and other undesirable by-products, which can

iting protection.

destroy heating pumps and heat exchangers after a short

This new technology (SI-OAT = Silicium Organic

period, result again and again in high-quality plants.

Additive Technology), was able to be used and imple-

These are well-known problems for house owners, the

mented optimally in the SZ fluids and promises

manufacturers of heating systems and boilers, sanitary

excellent results and findings in comparison to other

companies and operators. Heating systems silt up, radi-

customary heat transfer fluids.

ators work inefficiently and only get warm in partial

The first common customers now also rely on this tech-

areas or not at all. High loss of energy is the result.

nology, for example GeoCollect GmbH and the business

By filling with demineralised water (requirement

group UBP-group.

according to DIN) and the insufficient or missing additive,

In the field of geothermal energy production and dis-

corrosion, lime and cavitation have an easy time of it and

trict heating stations the manufacturing procedures and

are the logical consequence already after a short time

technical demands on the end product are becoming

in operation. The partly high temperatures also play a

increasingly exacting. Small installation surface - high

decisive role, when it comes to the acceleration of cor-

efficiency. The demands on the fluids that have to be

rosion and lime precipitation. Diffused oxygen in the

added to the systems also increase accordingly, in par-

system, and that is very often the case, means these unde-

ticular, the additive that has to stay stable and efficient

sirable effects are accelerated even more.

both at cold and hot temperatures. A carefully selected

In the worst case the systems are faulty after a short

hardness stabiliser should protect the system at the same

time and the owners/operators are forced to undertake

time against the impact of water containing lime.
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Individual setup and structure of a single absorber. With increasing stringing
together of individual links, the heat extraction performance also increases.
The plan clearly shows the flow pattern which adjusts to the fluid as it flows
through. Maximum area is flowed through in limited space.
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GEOCOLLECT
A BRILLIANT
GROUND
HEAT COLLECTOR

where 10 GeoCollect - absorbers are welded to
a string and laid with a lateral minimum distance of 70 cm, which is sufficient for 1 kW heat
extraction performance. The land usage that
results from this is 7 m² unsealed site area.
The consequent use of the same physics, on which
every ground collector is based. The energy that is
stored in 1.15 m to 1.5 m depth has not so much to do
with the site area above the ground collector but more
with the energy that is stored in the volume, respectively in the mass of the ground.
The GeoCollect - Absorber shows consistently different fluid physics than every pipe-based system. By
an enormous surface increase the entire heat transfer
fluid (as a rule a 25% water-ethylene glycol mixture)

With approx. 250 installations across Germany and

enables contact with the absorber surface. Other heat

beyond, GeoCollect - geothermal absorbers are mean-

exchanger characteristics arise. Measuring results

while much more than just a niche product. It is a

show that the GeoCollect - Absorber in 25 cm distance

ditch collector in the widest sense that is made up

extracts the same amount of energy

of strong surface-enhanced, thin layer and turbulent

from the ground as a pipe with

streamed hollow plastic bodies that are laid vertically

approx. 15 cm radius. The first lecture

in 1.5 m depth.

days and specialist consultant training

GeoCollect promises that in over 90% of appli-

sessions are being planned. More

cation cases a standard design is sufficient,

information at: www.geocollect.de

Construction of a GeoCollect plant
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A project realised by the consortium UBP group of a district heating plant, fuelled
with wood chips.

SZ Heat transfer fluid for district heating networks in cooperation with
UBP-Bruckner

day. Many small heating networks and heating plants
followed. The business group UBP-group has dedicated itself fully to the promotion of environment and
climate protection and therefore also to the reduction
of CO 2-emissions.

The business group UBP-group was initiated in 1994

Together with the SZ Water Treatment System GmbH

by Franz Bruckner and has developed in the last

the UBP started a research project in 2017 to remove

20 years to become a family business group that is

the “aggressiveness” of deionised water used in the

already in the transition phase of the 2nd generation.

heating networks by adding the SZ super concentrate,

As well as supporting and accompanying industrial

in order to minimise silting – caused by corrosions –

companies in the field of ground water and soil reme-

and impurities in the pipes and heat transfer stations.

diation and topics of waste management, UBP has also

The heat transfer is not to be dis-

been addressing power supply by renewable energies

turbed in the process. More infor-

since 1998. In 2000 a heating network with the largest

mation at: www.ubp-kg.de

funded biomass heating facility (on the basis of
wood chips) was planned and implemented in BadenWürttemberg, which it still operates to the present
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Drinking water filters, waste water plants and lubricants for Kosovo
With the Kosova Invest AG, the ROWE MINERALÖLWERK GMBH and SZ Water Treatment System GmbH found a
partner, who showed great interest in the distribution of both ROWE lubricants and the filter systems of SZ. After a
short collaboration it was possible to begin with the construction of the first SZ container sewage treatment plant
for a small community in Kosovo. The plant will be used for the first time on a river near the village of Vrella. The
SZ-STP (Sewage Treatment Plant) systems purify waste water from communal applications (shower, WC, washing
machines, etc.).

Auto CAD design (original setup) SZ STP system

The new headquarters of the Kosova
Invest AG was opened in the heart
of Istog at the beginning of October
2017. The products of ROWE and SZ as
brand products “Made in Germany”
are presented and sold here on
two floors in the spacious rooms. A
training, education and start-up centre
for young people, specialist planners,
engineers and sales staff is planned
here in the long run.
ROWE and SZ will sustainably
accompany and
actively support the
setup of the centre in
Kosovo. More information at:
www.sz-wts.com
Istog Sales and Training Centre
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COMPANY OUTING TO “BÖLLENFALLTOR”
It could hardly have been more
exciting: The ROWE staff travelled by fan bus on the 8th day
of play in the 2nd L eague, and
truly got their money's worth
during the match SV Darmstadt
1898 versus SG Dynamo Dresden
in Darmstadt's Merck Stadium at
Böllenfalltor. The blue-white
lilies playing in ROWE football
shirts only managed to equalise
in the last minutes of the game,
bringing the score to 3:3.

R
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A
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NOTICE BOARD

GUESTS FROM TAIWAN
On 15 and 16 September we welcomed a group of ROWE partners from Taiwan in Worms. The
first day was reserved first of all for the technical exchange. After a tour of the facilities
Product Manager Otto Botz presented ROWE's latest developments to the 56 guests and discussed technical issues with them. In the evening ROWE boss Michael Zehe invited everyone to
the convivial part with wine tasting, where some of his own fine wines were served.
The fascinated visitors watched on as ROWE Racing completed the second day of the Blancpain
GT Series home race at the Nürburgring. Their cheering helped, for the racing team clinched a
strong fourth place.

The meaning of sustainability in its three
The lubricant manufacturers become active
dimensions, economy, ecology and social
before institutions or authorities from outside
aspects is gaining more and more signifiour industry, who do not even partly or corcance across all industries. L ast year the sus- rectly understand the world of lubricants,
tainability initiative of the German lubricant
specify any criteria or targets that can then
industry – NaSch for short – was therefore set no longer be influenced but have to be comup. The lubricant manufacturer
plied with.
from Worms ROWE is one of the
LUBRICANT IS THE ENVI- The industry initiative is very
five members of the initiative up RONMENTAL PROTECTION much in line with this trend:
to now.
some user industries of the
PROGRAM PER SE.
The main objective is to set
lubricant industry (e.g. car
or raise common sustainamanufacturers) are already
bility standards for the lubricant industry as
started to request data on the CO2 foota whole. In this way, there exists the possiprint, which is then incorporated in the CO2
bility of being comparable and measurable as
balance sheet of their products (therefore of
a lubricant industry from the outside and being the vehicle). A benchmark for the lubricant
able to speak with one voice. Important here:
industry would be helpful for this purpose.

FOLLOWED UP

ROWE VINTAGE OILS IN
PERIOD 5L TIN CONTAINERS

Lubricants can be so beautiful and yet also of the highest

an elegant retro design that matches the

quality! In the case of ROWE VINTAGE oils that the

beloved classics perfectly.

lubricant manufacturer developed for young and old-

An eye-catcher that is quickly found on

timers, content and design now form a harmonious entity

the retail shelf and a must-have in the

in a new way.

garage of every young and old-timer

Anyone talking about “old treasures” of motoring history

enthusiast!

soon gets carried away: timeless elegance, immortal

Details on the individual products are pro-

charm, legendary design. Cars of the good old days radiate

vided by the product information on the

pure fascination.

ROWE website at www.rowe.com.de.

For this reason, ROWE offers Classic Oils especially for

The ROWE TEAM is happily available as

this target group that will be packed even more true-

contact partners to all interested parties

to-style in the future: the new 5 litre containers of our

and looks forward to many enthusiastic

VINTAGE series will be available in future, once the still

fans of the VINTAGE series in a new,

existing stocks have been sold, in attractive tin cans with

classic outfit.
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TOP PERFORMANCE made by ROWE

THE PERFECT INTERACTION
BETWEEN MODERN HIGHTECH
AND CAREFUL MANUAL WORK
IS THE BASIS OF MAXIMUM QUALITY.

COMMUNICATION CREATES VALUES

GOOD COOPERATION BETWEEN
PEOPLE IS AN ESSENTIAL COMPONENT
OF THE LONG-TERM CORPORATE
CULTURE OF ROWE.
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STRONG BRANDS
Sport sponsoring at Borussia Dortmund
& SV Darmstadt 98

More details at
www.rowe.com.de

SUSTAINABILITY
ROWE heading for the future

